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Let M denote a connected (n + I)-manifold (without boundary). We study laminated decompo- 
sitions of M, by which we mean upper semicontinuous decompositions G of M into closed, 
connected n-manifolds. In particular, given M with a lamination G and N, a locally flat, closed, 
n-dimensional submanifold, we determine conditions under which M admits another lamination 
G, with NE G,. For n # 3 a sufficient condition is that i: N + M be a homotopy equivalence. 
For n > 3 we give examples to show that i: N + M being a homology equivalence is not sufficient. 
We also show how to replace the assumption of local flatness of N with a weaker cellularity 
criterion (n z 4) known as the inessential loops condition. We then give examples illustrating the 
abundance of pathology if M is not assumed to have a preexisting lamination. 
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1. Introduction 
Let M denote a connected (n + 1)-manifold (without boundary). This paper 
concerns laminated decompositions of M, or simply laminations of M, by which we 
mean upper semicontinuous decompositions G of M into closed, connected n- 
manifolds. (Occasionally we also treat laminations G of an (n + 1)-manifold with 
boundary M, where we continue to insist that the elements be closed n-manifolds 
and add the requirement that each component of aM belong to G.) These were first 
studied by Liem [12], who showed that the manifolds M admitting laminated 
decompositions into n-spheres were the locally trivial P-bundles over a l-manifold 
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(n > 1). The general situation was studied by Daverman [6], who described the 
structure of the manifolds M admitting such decompositions and who proved that 
the associated decomposition space is always a l-manifold with boundary (possibly 
empty). 
Suppose now that G is a lamination of M such that Ml G is a l-manifold without 
boundary. Then the elements of G are pairwise homologically equivalent 
[6, Lemma 6.21. Furthermore, M can be expressed as the union of a chain or a 
circular chain { Wi} of compact (n + 1)-manifolds with boundary, where Wi n Wi+, 
is a boundary component of each, where the set of elements Gi from G in W, form 
a decomposition of Wi, and where the inclusion of each gi E Gi into Wi induces 
homology isomorphisms [6, Theorem 6.61. In particular, when M/G is R’, the 
inclusion of each g E G into M induces homology isomorphisms. These facts 
prompted our colleague, L.S. Husch, to ask whether M would admit another 
lamination G, with NE GN, when N is a given locally flat n-dimensional submani- 
fold of M such that the inclusion i: N -+ M is a homotopy or a homology equivalence. 
His questions expose the limitations to the current understanding of the structure 
of M, and they form the conceptual core of this paper. Our main result, Theorem 
4.2, provides an affirmative answer in case n > 3 and i is a homotopy equivalence. 
If i is just a homology equivalence and n = 2, the answer is also affirmative, but if 
n 2 3 we have an example demonstrating that it is negative. 
The central distinction between the situations where n = 2 and n 2 3 stems from 
the more precise structure theorem available in the former. According to [6, Corol- 
lary 7.41, if the 3-manifold M admits a lamination G such that M/G is R’, then 
M is homeomorphic to g x R’, for each g E G. When n 2 5, nothing comparable 
can be established; [6, Example 5.51 sets forth a laminated decomposition G of an 
(n + l)-manifold M, n 2 5, such that M/G is R’ but an end of M has infinitely 
generated fundamental group. 
To achieve our primary purpose, we develop some new technical information to 
further illuminate the structure of the two-ended manifolds admitting laminations 
G. First, we show that if g E G and C denotes the closure of a component of M -g, 
then r,(g) + r,(C) is an epimorphism. Second, we prove that if N is a closed, 
connected n-manifold separating the ends of M, then z-,(N) + V,(M) is also an 
epimorphism. The results here, particularly the first, apply to show that certain 
(n + l)-manifolds M homologically equivalent to a closed n-manifold do not admit 
any laminated decompositions. 
In what follows we use the symbol USC as an abbreviation for the cumbersome 
‘upper semicontinuous’. 
2. Summary of previous results 
If G is a lamination of the connected (n-t 1)-manifold M, then M/G is a 
l-manifold, possibly with boundary [6, Theorem 3.31. The emphasis here falls upon 
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the case where A4 is noncompact. Then M/G is homeomorphic to either (0, 1) or 
[0, 1) ; because the decomposition map A4 + B is necessarily proper, these two 
possibilities are distinguished by whether M has two ends or just one. 
We shall make use of the following results. The proofs appear in [6]; we omit 
them here. 
Proposition 2.1. ([6, Corollary 2.51). Suppose M is an (n-t I)-manifold such that 
H,( M; 2,) is finite, and suppose G is a partition of M into closed, connected n- 
manifolds. Then G is USC. 
In each of the following, assume that M is a connected (n + 1) -manifold endowed 
with a lamination G. 
Proposition 2.2. ([6, Lemma 6.11). The sef 9 of all XE M/G such that p-‘(x) is 
bicollared in M contains a dense Gs subset of M/G. 
Proposition 2.3. ([6, Lemma 6.2 and Corollary 6.31). Suppose M/G = R’. Then for 
each CE R’, each interval A in R’ containing c and each coeficient bundle r, the 
inclusion-induced 
I-&( p_‘(c); r) + H,( $(A); r) 
is an isomorphism. 
3. Preliminary lemmas 
The following are the technical lemmas alluded to in the introduction. In each 
we assume M to be an (n + I)-manifold which admits a lamination G. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose M admits a lamination G with M/G = R’. Then for any c E R’ 
the inclusion-induced i,: T,( p-‘( c)) + T,( p-‘[c, a)) is an epimorphism. 
Proof. Let S = {s E [c, Co) 1 im i, = im[ 7r,( p-‘[ c, s]) + T,( p-‘[ c, Oo))]}. Clearly S # {c} 
since pP’( c) is a deformation retract in p-‘[c, ~0) of some neighborhood of itself. 
Consequently, S must be of the form [0, a), [c, d] or [c, d). However, S = [c, d] is 
impossible by the same reasoning that S = {c} is impossible. Since p-‘(d) is 0-LC 
in p-l[c, d] (see [ 18, p. 295]), any map f: S’ + p-‘[c, d] can be homotoped into 
p-‘( c, d). So S = [c, d) is also impossible. Thus, S = [c, co) and the result follows. 0 
We state the analogue of Lemma 3.1 for M/G =[O, 1). The proof is similar to 
that of Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.1’. Suppose M admits a lamination G with M/G =[O, 1). Then 
i,: TT,(~-‘(O))+T~(M) is surjective. 
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We next investigate the behavior under inclusion of the fundamental group of 
an arbitrary closed n-manifold which separates the ends of M. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose M admits a lamination G with Ml G = R’ and N c M is a closed 
n-mantfold which separates the ends of M. Then 
(a) The inclusion-induced i, : 7r1( N) + TT~( M) is surjective. 
(b) rfi, : T1(N) + nTT1( M) is injective then i, : nI( N) + rTTI( M’) is an isomorphism, 
where M+ is the closure of a component of M - N. 
Proof. We first verify (a). Choose basepoints X~E N and *ES’ for M and S’ 
respectively. Let I: (S’, *) + (M, x0) be an arbitrary loop. We exhibit 1’: (S’, *) + 
(N,x,) with [/]=[I’] in r,(M,x,). 
Choose g-,, g, E G so that M*, the closure of the bounded component of 
{M - (g_, u gl)}, contains N u I(S’). Fix an arc, (Y, in M” which intersects g-i, N 
and g, in precisely the points x-i, x0 and x,, respectively. 
We now define a map f: S’ X[-1, l]+ M. For i = -1, 0 and 1 let f(*, i) = x, and 
then extend this to a homeomorphism f:{*} x[-1, l]+ (Y. Let f((S’ x(O)) equal 1. 
For i = -1 and 1 let /Ii be the subarc of (Y joining x0 and xti By the previous lemma 
the inclusion j, : vi (g, x,) + r,(M, xi) is surjective so we may choose loops Ii with 
[Zi] E ri(gi, xi) such that [I] =[/3;’ 0 Zi 0 /3i] in r,( M, x0). Still for i = -1 and 1 define 
f to be 1, on S’ x(i) and then use the homotopies from the previous line to define 
f on the remaining part of S’ x[-1, 11. 
Choose neighborhoods V and U of N in int M* so that 
(1) Vn a is connected, 
(2) Vc U c clos( Or) c int M” c M, 
(3) there exists a strong deformation retraction, rl, of V to N in U which respects 
the closures of the components of (int M* - N). 
Since f’( N) separates S’ x { -1) from S’ x { l}, there exists a simple closed curve, 
s, in f’( V) which also does. By (1) we may assume that s contains * X (0). Then 
1’ = r, 0 (fls) is the promised loop. This completes the proof of (a). 
We sketch the proof of (b). Injectivity of i+. ni( N) + T,( M+) is obvious. To see 
that i, is surjective, repeat the construction of (a). This time, choose s so that 
f’(N) does not separate s from S’ x(1). Then the injectivity of i, allows f to be 
redefined on the relevant components of f’(clos( M - M+)), to map them into N. 
The result is a homotopy in M’ between fl s and I,. Finally, r, homotopes fl s into 
N. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose M admits a lamination G with Ml G = R’ and N c M is a locally 
flat submanifold with the inclusion i: N + M a homotopy equivalence. For any locally 
flat g E G with g n N = 0, let M+ be the closure of the bounded component of {M - 
(gu N)}. Then DM+= M+ ug M+, the double of Mt along g, is an h-cobordism. 
Proof. We must show that j: N + DM+ is a homotopy equivalence. We first verify 
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that j,: r,(N) + nI( DM+) is an isomorphism. Note that j, = k, 0 7~,( N) 
n,(M+) + Clearly, i, injective. Since is a of DM+, is 
also so j, injective. It easily from local flatness g, Lemma 
and Van Theorem that is surjective. 
Q denote closure of component of containing g. M 
deformation to N, follows that Q is homotopy equivalence. the 
above universal cover of Q contains the covers fi N 
and of Mt. 
Claim. H*( fi’, fi) = 0. 
Proof of Claim. Consider the long exact homology sequence of the triple 
(0, k+, NT), 
The homotopy equivalence N + Q reveals that H,(o, &) = 0. Let Q denote the 
closure of 0 - I?. Excision yields that I&+,( 0, M+) = H,+,(og, g) where g is the 
lift of g (not necessarily the universal cover of g). By the argument of [6, Proposition 
8.11 we also have fik+,( og, g) = 0. The claim follows. 0 
Similarly, the universal cover Dx’ of DM+ naturally contains the universal 
covers &? of M+ and fi of N. Consider the relative Mayer-Vietoris sequence for 
Dx+ = 6’ us A? and I?, 
H,(g)+ H,(n;i+)@H,(R;l+, NJ)+ H,(fi+, I?)+ H,_,(g). 
By the claim Hr(fi’, I?) = 0 so this reduces to 
+H,(g)+H,(fi+)+H,(D%+, i+H,_,(~)+H,_,(k+). 
Also by the claim the map I-Ir(g) + I?~( iI?‘) is an isomorphism for all r. Therefore, 
H.J %f+, N) = 0. 
By the Hurewicz Theorem [ 15, p. 3971 7r,( z+, N) = 0 for all r, and it follows 
that rr(DM+, N) = 0 for all r. Thus, j: N + DM+ is a homotopy equivalence 
[18, Theorem 11. q 
4. Main results 
The setting throughout this part always includes an (n + I)-manifold M having 
two ends and endowed with some lamination G. Embedded in M as a locally flat 
subset is a closed n-manifold N. We investigate sufficient conditions for M to admit 
a different lamination G, with N c Gp 
For n = 2, the necessary condition given in Proposition 2.3 is also sufficient. 
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Theorem 4.1. Suppose a 3-manifold M admits a lamination G with Ml G = R’ and 
N c M is locally flat 2-manifold. Then there exists a lamination G, of M with N E GN 
if and only if the inclusion i: N + M induces isomorphisms i,: H,(N) + H,(M). 
Proof. If N E G,, a lamination of M, then Proposition 2.3 requires inclusion-induced 
isomorphism on all homology groups. So for the other direction we assume that 
i: N + M is locally flat and induces isomorphisms on homology. By [6, Corollary 
7.41, M = p-l(O) x R’. Choose t,,, tl E R’ so that N c p-‘(O) X(t,, tI). Now N is 
incompressible in p-‘(O) X[t,, t,]. If not, Dehn’s Lemma and standard 3-manifolds 
arguments produce from N a (possibly disconnected) 2-manifold F which still 
separates p-l(O) x{ to} and p-‘(O) x { t,} but with 
x(F)>x(N) =x(P-l(O)), 
where x is the Euler characteristic. By [lo, Proposition 3.21 this is impossible. 
Hence, by [9, pp. 91-921 or [lo, Proposition 3.11, N is parallel to each of p-‘(O) x 
{to} and p-‘(O) x { t,}. Thus, the closure of each component of p-‘([ to, t,]) - N is a 
product, and the pair (M, N) is naturally isomorphic to the pair (N x R’, N x 
{Ol). 0 
For n 2 4 and N c M, a locally flat n-manifold, we show that a sufficient condition 
for M to admit a lamination is that the inclusion i: N -+ M be a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Theorem 4.2. (n 2 4) Suppose an (n + 1) -manifold M admits a lamination G with 
M”+‘/ G = R’ and N is a locally flat submanifold such that i: N + M is a homotopy 
equivalence. Then there exists a lamination GN of M with NE GN. 
Proof. Choose to, t, E R’ so that N c p-‘( t,, t,). By Proposition 2.2 we may assume 
g-=p-‘(to) and g+= p-‘( t,) are both locally flat. Denote by MS (M-) the closure 
of the component of pP1[to, tI]- N containing g+ (g-). Clearly, it is sufficient to 
exhibit a lamination of M+. 
We define an (n + 1)-manifold L with boundary g, and a single end. First, denote 
by DM’ (DM-) the double of M+ (M-) along g+ (g-). Let L,,= M+. For ka 1 
define Lk by 
L 
k 
= Lk_, uN DM- for k odd, 
1 Lk-l uN DM+ for k even. 
Then let L = U;P_, Lk. 
Claim. L is homeomorphic to Mt - N. 
Proof of Claim. Lemma 3.3 establishes that each of DM+, DM- is an h-cobordism 
and, thus, each has interior homeomorphic to N x(-l, 1) (see [3]). In addition, 
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each copy of N in L is bicollared there. It is a standard argument (e.g. see [2]) to 
use these product structures to stretch a collar on N in Lo = M+ to cover all of L. 
The claim follows. 0 
Note that L inherits a lamination G’ from the lamination G of M since it is the 
countable union of copies of p-‘[to, t,]. Let h be the homeomorphism of L and 
Mt - N promised by the claim. Then G” = {h (g’) 1 g’ E G’} is a lamination of M+ - N. 
It follows from Proposition 2.1 that the partition GN = G”u {N} is a lamination of 
Mt. 0 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 gives the following necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of G,. 
Theorem 4.3. (n 2 4) Suppose M is an (n + 1) -manifold with two ends and N c M is 
a locally flat, n-dimensional submanifold of M. Then M admits a lamination GN with 
NE GN if and only if 
(1) the inclusion i, : H,(N) + H,(M) induces isomorphisms, and 
(2) there exists a connected neighborhood U of N in M such that the inclusion 
ty: n,(N) + n,( U) is injective and each component of U - N contains a submanifold 
g which is part of some lamination G of M. 
We include an example to show the importance of condition (2) of Theorem 4.3. 
Example 4.4. For n > 3 there exists an (n + 1)-manifold M which admits a lamination 
G and contains a locally flat submanifold N such that i: N + M induces isomorph- 
isms on homology, but M admits no lamination with N an element of that lami- 
nation. 
Let F” be a non-simply connected homology n-cell with boundary Sn-‘, F”+’ = 
F” X I, and H” = aF”+‘. Then F”+’ . IS a non-simply connected homology (n + 1)-cell, 
H” is a non-simply connected homology n-sphere, and the inclusion-induced 
I# : n,( H”) + n,(F”+‘) is a surjection. 
According to [ll, Theorem l] or, for n = 3, to [7, Theorem 1.4’1, H” bounds a 
contractible (n 4 I)-manifold W”+‘, and W”+’ ur,~~ F”+’ = S” by [14, Theorem 11, 
or [7, Theorem 1.61. Choose a small, flat (n + l)-cell in S”+’ whose intersection with 
H * is a flat n-cell contained in its boundary. The complement in S”” of the interior 
of this (n + 1)-cell is a flat (n + 1)-cell, B”+‘. Let B” = H” n bdy( B”+‘) and Q” = 
clos(int(B”+‘) n H”). Then H” = B” usher’ Q” so Q” is a homology n-cell with the 
same fundamental group as H”. Note also that Q” separates int B”+’ into two 
components, one of which is isomorphic to int F”+‘. 
Consider S” x R’ with the product lamination G. Designate a flat n-cell D in S”. 
Let E = D x [0, 11. Let h: B”+’ + E be a homeomorphism with h 1 B” + D x(O) a 
homeomorphism. Define 
N = ((S” ~(01) -!D x(01)) y’ h(V). 
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Note that N is a non-simply connected homology n-sphere in S” x R’ which is 
homologous to S” x(0). 
Claim. There exists no lamination G’ of S” x R’ such that NE G’. 
Proof. Suppose G’ exists. Regarding S” x R’ as S” x (-1, 1) c S” x (-2,2), we 
extend G’ to a lamination G* of S” x (-2,2), adding elements S” X{ t} where 
1 s 1 t( < 2 (see Proposition 2.1). Then we obtain a homeomorphism fi of S” x (-2,2) 
onto S” x (-1, 1) fixing N pointwise. Consequently, in the resulting lamination G” 
of S” x R’ (corresponding to $(G*)), each g”E G” sufficiently far from N is an 
n-sphere. 
Let M be the component of (S” x R’) - N containing D X{ 1). G” restricts to a 
lamination of M. Using Van Kampen’s Theorem, one can easily check that rri( M) 
is a free product having one factor isomorphic to the non-trivial r,(int F”+‘). Thus, 
a trivial rrr(g”) could not posssibly surject onto v,(M). This contradicts Lemma 
3.1 and proves the claim. Cl 
5. Examples of non-laminated manifolds 
In this section we consider what happens when the assumption of a pre-existing 
lamination is removed. In this case neither Theorem 4.1 nor 4.2 is true. 
We consider first the case n = 2. Theorem 4.1 fails even under the stronger 
assumption that i: N -+ M is a homotopy equivalence. 
Example 5.1. There exists a 3-manifold M with boundary N such that i: N + M is 
a homotopy equivalence but M admits no lamination. 
Let M” be any open, contractible 3-manifold which is not homeomorphic to an 
open 3-cell[17]. Let B3 c M” be a flat 3-cell and define M to be M*-int( B3). Using 
a Mayer-Vietoris argument along with the Whitehead Theorem [15, p. 3991, we see 
that the inclusion of S2 = dB3 into M induces a homotopy equivalence 
[18, Theorem 11. However, M cannot be laminated since, if it could, it would have 
to be a product [6, Corollary 7.41, contradicting the choice of M*. 
We construct a similar example for n 2 3. 
Example 5.2. For n 2 3 there exists an (n + 1) -manifold M with boundary N such 
that i: N + M is a homotopy equivalence but M admits no lamination. 
We construct M with boundary S” and a single end such that the fundamental 
group grows without bound close to the end but where M us” B”+’ is contractible. 
We then show that the existence of a lamination would contradict Lemma 3.1. 
Let H” be any homology n-sphere with rI(H”) containing an infinite cyclic 
subgroup. One possible construction is to let H3 be the union of two knot comple- 
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ments; then remove a flat 3-cell from H3 and spin the resulting homology 3-cell k 
times to obtain H3+k, a homology (3 + k)-sphere with the same fundamental group 
as H3. 
Let T”+’ be the complement in S”+’ of a knotted S”-’ such that 7rl( T”+‘) has at 
least two generators. Let LY be a loop in H” representing an element of r,(H”) not 
of finite order and N, be a regular neighborhood of (Y in H”. For each integer k 
replace N, x [ k, k + 11 in Hn x [0, co) by T;+‘, a copy of T”+‘. Denote the result by 
L”+‘. Note that L”+’ has a single end. 
Now H” bounds a contractible manifold K”+’ (see [ 1 l] if n 2 4 or [7, Theorem 1.4’1 
if n = 3). Define M’ as 
Ml = K”+’ uH” L”+‘. 
Of course, the inclusion-induced i, : wl( H”) + n,(K”+‘) is the trivial map. Also, 
since [CK] is trivial in r’(K’+‘), all of the inclusion-induced i$ : a-,( T;+‘) + r’(M’) 
are also trivial. Thus, M, is simply connected. But it is easy to check that H*( MI) = 0 
so M, is contractible [ 15, p. 3981. 
We obtain the promised manifold M by removing the interior of a flat (n + l)-cell 
from K”+‘. Thus, M has boundary S” and a single end. Since M’ is contractible, 
the same argument as given in Example 5.1 establishes that the inclusion of S” into 
M is a homotopy equivalence. 
Claim. Mntl does not admit a lamination. 
Proof. Suppose M admits a lamination G. By [6, Theorem 3.31, M/G G [0, ~0) where 
p-‘(O) = S” = aM. Choose to, t, E (0, a)) so that for some k, 
{Tk “+‘u(H”x(k+f, k+l])cp-‘(t,, t’), 
and so that p-‘[to, t,] n K”+’ =@ Clearly, H” x{k+s} separates p-‘(to, t,). By 
Lemma 3.2 the inclusion-induced 
n’(H” x{k+:))+ n’(P-‘[t,, 41) 
is surjective. In particular, it follows that 
7i-‘(Ln+’ -int(Tl+‘))+ rl(Ln+‘) 
is surjective. This is impossible since r,(L”+‘) is the free product of T,(L”+‘- 
int( Tt+‘)) and r,( Tnk+‘) with amalgamation along subgroups isomorphic to Z (see 
[13, pp. 199-2011). 17 
6. The case where M has one end 
In this section we develop analogues of the results of Section 4 for one-ended 
manifolds. 
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Theorem 6.1. (n 2 4) Suppose the (n + 1)-man$old M admits a lamination G with 
Ml G = [0, 1) and suppose N c M is a locally flat submanifold such that the inclusion 
i: N + M is a homotopy equivalence. Then there exists another lamination GN of M 
with NE G,,,. 
Proof. Let p: fi + M denote the 2-l covering induced by image {n,(p-'(0, 1)) + 
n,(M)}. Then 6 possesses a natural lamination G into the components of 
W’(g) 1 g E Gl and, since fi is 2-ended, fi/ G - R’. Furthermore, for fi = p-‘(N), 
the inclusion fi+ G is clearly a homotopy equivalence. By Theorem 3.2, G has a 
lamination GN with s E G, If C denotes a component of fi - I?, one can easily 
show that p 1 C is l-l. It follows that 
GN={N}u{p(g)lg”~GN and ~cC} 
is a lamination of M. 0 
For n = 2 the homotopy condition can be replaced with the corresponding 
homology condition. 
Theorem 6.2. Suppose the 3-manifold M admits a lamination G with M/G = [0, 1) 
and N is a locallyflat submanzfold of M such that the inclusion N + M is an homology 
equivalence. Then there exists another lamination G, of M with NE GN. 
Proof. According to [6, Corollary 7.41, M is a twisted I-bundle over the 2-manifold 
p-‘(O). Since i: N+ M induces isomorphisms of homology, properties of 2-mani- 
folds imply that the obvious function N+p-‘(0) is a homotopy equivalence. The 
proof of Theorem 6.1, combined with Theorem 4.1, completes the argument. 0 
The homology condition given for n = 2 in Theorem 6.2 is not sufficient for n 2 3. 
Example 6.3. For n 2 3 there exists an (n + 1)-manifold M that admits a lamination 
G with M/G -[O, l), where M contains a locally flat submanifold N such that 
i: N + M induces isomorphisms on homology but M admits no lamination G, with 
NEG~. 
Let (Y: S” -+ S” denote the antipodal map,land let CX*: S” x R’ -+ S” x R’ denote 
the involution (x, t) + (a(x), -t). Th en M is defined to be the orbit space of (Y*. 
As the open mapping cylinder of cy, M admits an obvious lamination. 
To obtain N, repeat the construction of Example 4.4. Make sure that the flat 
n-cell D named there is small enough that (Y 1 D is l-l. Consider the homology 
n-sphere N* in S” x R’ where 
The inclusion of its image, N, in M induces homology isomorphisms. There can 
be no lamination GN of M with N E G,,,, for if there were, it would lift to a lamination 
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G* of S” x R’ with N* E G*, which is impossible by the argument given for Example 
4.4. 
7. The case where N is not locally flat 
Throughout most of this paper the codimension-one submanifolds N considered 
have been required to be locally flat. In an arbitrary lamination, however, the 
elements are not required to be so nice; indeed, the more unusual laminations, the 
ones that distinguish what can occur when n > 2 from the simpler case where n = 2, 
necessarily involve non-locally flat elements. Under the assumption that the inclusion 
N + M is a homotopy equivalence, after demonstrating that some restriction on the 
embedding of N is imperative in order that there exist another lamination of M 
containing N, we set forth an alternative to the unduly stringent hypothesis of local 
flatness. 
Proposition 7.1. Zf M is an (n + l)-manifold with lamination G, and NE GN, then 
each component of M - N has finitely generated fundamental group. 
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.1’ that, for any component C of M - N, 
TT~( C) is the image of rr,(g) for some g E GN with g c C (in fact, if a( M/G) = 0, 
any such g will do). •I 
Example 7.2. For n 2 2 there exists an n-sphere N in M = S” x R’, with N c M a 
homotopy equivalence, but M admits no lamination G,,, with NE GN. 
Based upon Proposition 7.1, this merely involves an n-sphere N in M that 
separates the ends of M, thereby fulfilling the homotopy equivalence condition, so 
that, in addition, at least one component C of M-N has infinitely generated 
fundamental group. For n = 2 the classical Alexander Horned Sphere S [l] is such 
an example. (The 7~~ condition is certified by [S, Corollary 2.61.) One can inflate it 
[5, Section 91 (properly, one can inflate the non-3-cell crumpled cube in S3 bounded 
by S) to produce an n-sphere in R”+’ (n > 2) whose bounded complementary 
domain has the same fundamental group as the bad side of S in S’. 
Following Venema [ 161, we say that a compactum X in M satisfies the Inessential 
Loops Condition, abbreviated as ILC, if for each neighborhood U of X there exists 
another neighborhood V of X such that every loop in V-X which is null-homotopic 
in V is also null-homotopic in U-X. 
Embedded codimension one submanifolds that satisfy ILC are just as tractable, 
for our purposes, as locally flatly embedded submanifolds. 
Theorem 7.3. (n > 4) Suppose the (n + l)-manifold M admits a lamination G such 
that M/G = R’, and suppose N c M is a closed n-manifold such that N satis$es ILC 
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in M and the inclusion N + M is a homotopy equivalence. Then there exists a lamination 
GN with NE G,. 
Proof. By [4, Theorem 6.1’1, there exists an embeddingf: N X[-1, l]+ M such that 
M-N is homeomorphic to M -f( N x[-1, l]), with N+f(N x0) close to the 
inclusion. As a result, f( N x0) c M also is a homotopy equivalence. Theorem 4.2 
attests the existence of another lamination G’ with f( N x 0) E G’. Standard engulfing 
techniques reveal that M -f( N x 0) is homeomorphic to M -f( N x [- 1, l]), which 
implies that there exists a lamination G” of M -f( N x[-1, l]), and another one 
G” on its homeomorphic image, M - N. We set G, = {N} u G*. 0 
Although weaker than the locally flat requirement, the ILC hypothesis is not 
entirely satisfactory. It is too strong to serve as a necessary condition. One measure 
of its strength is exposed by the following result. 
Proposition 7.4. If the connected (n + l)-manifold M admits a lamination G such that 
each g E G satisjies the ILC in M and M/ G is a 1 -manifold, then all pairs of elements 
of G are homotopy equivalent. 
Proof. We focus on the case where M/G = R’, from which the other case will 
follow by a covering space argument. 
It suffices to prove that each inclusion g + M is a homotopy equivalence. Assum- 
ing that g = p-‘(O), we let S denote the set of all s > 0 such that r,(g) + v,( p-‘(-s, s)) 
is l-l. Then S certainly is connected and nonvoid. The hypothesis that all elements 
of G satisfy ILC ensures that if rl(g) + ~,(p-‘(-s, s)) is 1-1, so is r,(g)+ 
~~(p-‘[-s, s]). Whenever the latter holds, then there will exist t > s such that 
7r1(g)+ .ir,(p-‘(-t, t)) is l-l. Thus, S = (0, CO), and the inclusion of each g+ M 
induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups. By [6, Theorem 8.11, each inclusion 
g+ M is a homotopy equivalence. 0 
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